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Singer-songwriter Cat Levan spreads the love with
“The Joy of Christmas”
Produced by Billboard chart-topper Steve Oliver, she drops her EP on Nov 6
VANCOUVER (14 Nov 2020): Cat Levan's second album (EP) The Joy of Christmas, released
November 6th, breathes fresh air into a well-known classic, Silent Night, and introduces two instant
favorites that will have you craving snuggles and hot cocoa by the fire. Cat Levan's sultry tone brings an
intimate feel to #1 hitmaker Steve Oliver's Watching the Snow Fall. The idea for The Joy of Christmas
began when Cat spotted a small Christmas Tree in the studio when she was recording her first album.
Curl up with a glass of wine and listen to Cat as she casts a Christmas spell on you with The Joy of
Christmas.
“I love Christmas, not just the tinsel, lights and gifts, but the whole idea that there is a time of year where
people give a little more, care a little more and open up their hearts to others. Maybe we can’t all hug
right now due to Covid, but I hope this song feels like I’m giving you all a big, warm, hug.”
As a lyricist, Levan is a storyteller who writes about love, connection and the warmth of family, which
suits the inherently vulnerable qualities of her ethereal voice.

“The Joy of Christmas is dedicated to my Mom who always made Christmas very special, and to those
who’ve lost someone and really feel that loss at this time of year,” admitted Levan who launched a couple
of videos on youtube to accompany the album release.
The Joy of Christmas https://youtu.be/OBy4lq6i1_c
Watching the Snow Fall https://youtu.be/IzJZRT5AUVM
Levan found that remembering family times helped her let go of the heartache. “The memories spark
traditions, which in turn, keeps the memories alive. It’s a wonderful way to honor those who are no longer
with us,” reveals Cat.
Watching The Snow Fall is about the holidays becoming even more wonderful when spent with your
someone special someone. Creating new memories with them can make this a magical time of year. Feel
the love as you watch the snow fall.
Cat brings a solid groove to Silent Night, a well-known traditional Christmas carol. The subtle Gospel
rhythms speaks to the soul and gives an ancient song new life. Cat’s voice gently caresses the words and
brings new meaning to heavenly peace.

The “The Joy of Christmas” EP contains the following songs:
“The Joy of Christmas”
“Silent Night”
“Watching the Snow Fall”
For more information, please visit https://catlevan.com.
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